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Abstract 
We analyze the freedom one has when walking along an Euler cycle through a complete 
graph of an odd order: Is it possible, for any cycle C of (2~+1) vertices, 2m + 1 of them being 
black, to find an edge monomorphism of C onto K2m+~, that would be injective on the set of 
black vertices of C? It is shown that the answer is positive for all but two cases. Our proof is 
constructive, however, we relied on computers to verify approximately 37 000 cases needed for 
the induction basis. Our theorem generalizes a previous result on the decomposition of K2m+I 
into edge-disjoint trails of given lengths. In addition, a relation to the concept of harmonious 
chromatic number is mentioned. 
I. Introduction and the main result 
The aim of this paper is to analyze the freedom one has when walking along an 
Euler cycle through a complete graph of odd order. Our result is related to that on 
the decomposition of a complete graph into trails [5] and strengthens it (cf. also [2]). 
Our graphs are finite, undirected and without loops and multiple edges. We use the 
usual notation (like V(G) for the vertex set and E(G) for the edge set of the graph 
G). An essential role will be played by edge monomorphisms, which are ordinary 
homomorphisms of graphs injective on the edges. 
Definition. Let G, H be graphs. An e-homomorphism ("e" for Eulerian) of G into H 
is a mapping f :  V(G) ~ V(H) satisfying 
{u,v} E E(G) ~ {f(u),f(v)} E E(H), 
{ul,vl},{u2, v2} E E(G) & {ul,vl}¢ {u2, v2} ::~ {f(ul),f(v~)} ~ {f(u2),f(v2)}. 
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Using this terminology, Euler's theorem says that for a connected graph G with all 
degrees even and the cycle C with IE(C)I = IE(G)I, there exists an e-homomorphism of
C into G. In particular, for m >~ 1 and M = (22+1) there is an e-homomorphism of the 
cycle Cm into K2m+l. Obviously, there are many such e-homomorphisms, though for 
m > 1/£2,,+1 is not randomly Eulerian. (A graph G is randomly Eulerian from a vertex 
v if any maximal trail starting at v is an Euler cycle. Here the trail T = v, Vl . . . . .  vz is 
a maximal trail starting at v if vt is an isolated vertex in G - E (T ) .  It holds that an 
Eulerian graph G is randomly Eulerian from v iff v is contained in each cycle of G, cf., 
e.g. [1].) In other words, the liberty in constructing an e-homomorphism of CM into 
K2m+l is limited. Our result may be interpreted as expressing that degree of freedom, 
stating an additional condition which can always be met by an e-homomorphism of 
CM into K2m+l. 
For m/> 1, consider cycles of M edges where 2m + 1 vertices are colored black 
(while the remaining 2m 2 - m - 1 vertices are white). Denote by Cg,n the set of such 
cycles, where we consider as identical those which arise from each other by rotation 
and reflection. 
For m = 2, the two cycles in Fig. 1 are isomorphic and hence are one and the same 
element of ¢g2. ICgl[ = 1; c£2 has 16 elements, some of them are shown in Figs. 1-3. For 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 3. 
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C E ~m we shall assume V(C) = {0 . . . . .  M - 1} and E(C) = {{ i , i+  1}; 0 ~< i < M - 
~--~2m+ 1 i i=M ' 1 } to { {0, M - 1 } }. Further, given positive integers Ii . . . . .  12m+l fulfilling L_~i= 1
we shall denote by C(I t , . . . ,  12m+l) that cycle C E Cgm whose black vertices are 0, ll, 
ll + 12 . . . . .  ~iZmlli. In this notation, Fig. 1 shows C(1,2,1,1,5)  - C(1,1,2,1,5),  
Fig. 2(a) is C(1,1,1,1,6),  Fig. 2(b) is C(1,2,1,3,3),  Fig. 2(c) is C(2,1,1,2,4)  and 
Fig. 2(d) is C(2,2,2,2,2).  
Let G, H be graphs, let f be an e-homomorphism of G into H. Assume V(G) is 
partitioned into the sets of black and white vertices. We say that f is injective on 
the black vertices (of G) if for any two distinct black vertices u, v E V(G), we have 
f (u )  ¢ f(v).  Our main result is the following: 
Theorem. Let m >~ 1, let C E ~m. There exists an e-homomorphism of C into g2m+l 
injective on the black vertices of C if and only if either m ~ 2 or m = 2 and C is 
different both from C(3, 1,2, 1,3) and C(1,2,4,2, 1). 
As an example, consider m = 2 and C = C(2,2,3, 1,2) (Fig. 3). The numbering of 
the vertices indicates their images in the required e-homomorphism of C into/£5. 
The next section includes a sketch of the proof of the theorem and supporting 
lemmas, whereas the detailed proof is given in Section 3. In the last section, some 
related problems are discussed. 
2. Outline of the proof, lemmas 
First define some auxiliary graphs. Denote the well-known complete tripartite graph 
K2m-l,l,1 by Sin; we assume that its vertex set is partitioned as follows: V(Sm)= 
{0, 1 . . . .  ,2m-2}  t3 {a} tO {b}, a and b being the vertices of degree 2m. For m >~ 2 de- 
note by S~m a modification of Sin with V(S')=V(Sm) and E(S')=E(Sm)\{{1,a}, {2 a}}U 
{{0, 1},{0,2}}. Notice that Sm arises from Sm-l and also S~m arises from S'~_ 1 by 
adding the vertices 2m - 3 and 2m - 2 and the 4-cycle a, 2m - 3, b, 2m - 2, a. 
Let us write G = G1 ® G2 if all three graphs G, G1 and G2 have the same vertex 
set V and E(G) is the disjoint union of E(GI) and E(G2). Notice now that for K2m+I 
on the vertex set {0, 1 . . . . .  2m - 2,a,b} we have 
g2m+l : Am ~]) am and (also) K2m+l = Aim ® S' m, 
where Am consists of the complete graph on the vertex set {0 . . . . .  2m - 2} and two 
isolated vertices a and b, while A~m is obtained from A,, by putting E(A'~)= E(Am)\ 
{{0, 1},{0,2}} tO {{1,a},{2,a}}. Fig. 4 shows both constructions for m = 3. 
We shall need the following notions: 
A section of C E ~,n (m >~ 2) is a subgraph of C which is a path induced by 4m 
vertices. 
A neighbor of a section S is a vertex of C not belonging to S and adjacent with an 
endvertex of S. Clearly, every section has 2 neighbors. 
A section is called a 3-section if it contains exactly 3 black vertices. 
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Fig. 4. 
Let x, y be endvertices of a 3-section S, assume both of them are white. Denote the 
3 black vertices of S by r, s, t in such a way that r is between x and s, s is between 
r and t and t is between s and y on S (hence d(x,r)+d(r,s)+d(s,t)+d(t,y)=4m- 
1). S is completely characterized by a quadruple (al, a2, a3, a4) of positive integers, 
where al = d(x,r), a2 = d(r,s), a3 = d(s,t) and a4 = d(t,y). Of course, the 3-sections 
characterized by (al, a2, a3, a4) and (a4, a3, a2, al) are considered to be the same. 
Proof of the Theorem (sketch). For m = 1, the statement is trivial. For m----2 we 
state the required 14 mappings explicitly (cf. Lemma 6). Instead of proceeding by 
induction from here, which would require complicated reasoning because of the two 
cases for which the statement does not hold for m=2, we decided, for m=3, to rely on 
computers to construct approximately 37 000 mappings needed to verify the induction 
basis (cf. Lemma 8; in fact, a more detailed analysis of isomorphisms would further 
diminish the number of cases). 
For m/> 4, we proceed by induction on m. Take C E Calm; in case the distribu- 
tion of the black vertices on C is regular, we give an explicit construction of the 
e-homomorphism requested (Lemma 1). Otherwise, find a 3-section S of C with end- 
vertices x and y not both black (Lemma 2). As a next step, we construct an e- 
homomorphism of C, injective on the black vertices, into the graph C which is ob- 
tained from C by identifying vertices x and y (this is straightforward as not both x 
and y are black). Then we construct an e-homomorphism of C, injective on the black 
vertices, into K2m+l. This will be done in most cases by mapping the longer loop of 
into Am (resp. A/m) and the shorter loop into Sm (resp. S~m). 
Now we prepare the exact proof stating several emmas. Most of them are stated 
and proved for m >/ 1, although they will be needed only for m >~ 4 (the proofs are 
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simpler in this way). C(m,m . . . . .  m) E (OOm will be called regular (e.g. for m = 2, the 
regular C(2,2,2,2,2)  is on Fig. 2(d)). 
Lemma 1. For m >~ 1 there is an e-homomorphism of C = C(m,m . . . . .  m) ¢ (~m into 
Kzm+l that is injective on the black vertices of C. 
Proof. Denote the vertices of K2m+l by 0, 1 . . . . .  2m and recall that V(C)={0,  . . . ,  M-  
1 }, where the black vertices are 0, m, 2m, .. . ,  2m 2. Define the numbers bi, 1 <~ i < M, 
by bi =- i (mod m), 1 ~< bi <<. m. To define the desired mapping f ,  put f (0 )  = 0 and 
f ( i ) - f ( i -1 )+b i (mod(2m+l) ) ,  O<.f ( i )<.2m, 1 <. i<M.  
To show that f is injective on the black vertices, notice that for 1 ~< i < M, 
m 
srn(m + 1) 
j=i+l  j=l  
so that 
f ( i  + m) - f ( i )  = lm(m + 1 ) (mod(2m + 1 )), 
which is relatively prime with 2m + 1. To show that f is an e-homomorphism, notice 
that the edge {p,q} of K2m+l with q - p ---j (mod(2m + 1)), 1 ~<j ~< m is the image 
of the edge {x - 1,x} of C for certain x = j (modm) ,  0 ~<x ~< M - 1. [] 
Lemma 2. Let m >~ 1 and C E Cgm. I f  C is not regular then there exists a 3-section 
S of C such that not both endvertices of S are black. 
Proof. Let C ¢ C~m. For m = 1, C is regular. For rn/> 2 there are two possibilities: 
(a) Every section of C contains exactly 4 black vertices. Then we claim that C is 
regular. To that end, consider a section S on C with its left endvertex black and the 
section S' obtained from S by moving it one vertex to the right. As both S and S ' 
contain exactly 4 black vertices, the right terminal vertex of S' is also black. Hence 
from any black vertex at distance 4m to the right, there is another black vertex. Now 
making m 2 steps of that kind and taking into account the equality m 2. 4m = (2m-  
1 )(2m + 1)m + m we conclude that at distance m from any black vertex to the right, 
there is another black vertex, hence C is regular. 
(b) There is a section of C with the number of black vertices different from 4. Then 
there must be a section containing less than 4 black vertices; otherwise, computing the 
sum a of the number of black vertices of all m(2m+ 1 ) sections, we get a > 4m(2m+ 1), 
which contradicts the fact that in a, each of the 2m + 1 black vertices is counted 
exactly 4m times. Similarly, there must be another section containing more than 4 
black vertices. The number of black vertices in two neighboring sections (i.e. such that 
the symmetric difference of their vertex sets contains only two vertices) can differ by 
at most 1. Hence there must exist two neighboring sections S and S', containing 3 and 
4 black vertices, respectively. Then one of the endvertices of S must be white. [] 
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m=l  
(1, 1,1) 
m=2 m=2 m=3 
(1,1,5) = (5,1,1)(3,1,2,1)= (1,2,1,3)(1,2,5,3) = (3,5,2,1) 
Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 6. 
Consider the cycles of 4m-  1 vertices, 3 of them black, the remaining white, and 
one of the vertices (black or white) denoted by s. Denote the set of these cycles with s 
black by ~[m (m ~ 1 ) and the set of those with s white by ~m (m ~ 2). Each cycle of 
9~[ m is characterized by a triple of integers, namely the distances clockwise first from 
s to the first black vertex, next the distance from this black vertex to the second and 
finally from this black vertex again to s. The sum of these three numbers is 4m-  1. 
The two cycles characterized by (a,b,c) and (c,b,a) are considered to be the same. 
Similarly, each cycle of ~Bm is characterized by a quadruple of integers the sum of 
which is 4m-  1, and (a,b,c,d)  is the same as (d,c,b,a). For examples ee Fig. 5. 
Lemma 3. Let m >>, 1, ~ C 9.1m. Then there is an e-homomorphism o f  the cycle c~ 
either into Sm or into Stm such that s is mapped to vertex 0 and the two black 
vertices are mapped to a and b. 
Proof. By induction on m. For m --- 1 the statement is trivial. Let m ~> 2 and assume 
that the statement holds for m - 1. Let c~ E 9.1m. There are two possibilities: 
(a) One, call it x, of  the numbers of the triple characterizing ~ is greater than 4. 
Take ~' E 9,1m-I which differs from ~ in that x has been decreased by 4. By the 
induction hypothesis, there is an e-homomorphism of ~' into Sm-l or Stm_l . Modifying 
this e-homomorphism by including in the appropriate position the 4-cycle a, 2m-  3, 
b, 2m - 2, a or b, 2m - 2, a, 2m - 3, b, we obtain the required e-homomorphism of
c( into a m or S~m (see Fig. 6). 
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(4, 3, 4) into S~ 
(2, 2, 3) into $2 by Ob3ab2Oa4blO 
by Oab2al bO 
/ , "  
j , ' /  
Fig. 7. 
(b) None of the numbers of the triple characterizing ~ is greater than 4. Then it is 
one of the following cases, the e-homomorphisms of which are listed below (Fig. 7 
illustrates two of them): 
(1,2,4) into $2 by Oa2balbO, 
(1,3,3) into S~ by OblOab20, 
(1,4,2) into S~ by OabOlb20, 
(2, 1,4) into S~ by OlbaO2bO, 
(2,2,3) into $2 by Oab2albO. 
(2, 3, 2) into S~ by 01 b2OabO, 
(3, 1,3) into $2 by Oa2balbO, 
(3,4,4) into S~ by Oa3bOlba4b20, 
(4,3,4) into S~ by Ob3ab2Oa4blO, 
[] 
Lemma 4. Let m >-2, fl C ~3m, fl = (bl,b2, b3, b4). Let b I - bi(mod4), 1 ~<b~ <4, 
i=  1 . . . . .  4. Further assume that ( b'l, b'2, b~, b'4 ) is different from (1, 1,3,2), (1, 1,4, 1) 
and (3,3,4,1). Then there exists an e-homomorphism of fl into S~ such that s and 
one of  the black vertices are mapped to vertex 0 and the remaining two black vertices 
are mapped to a and b. 
Proof. We argue by induction on m, as in the proof of Lemma 3. 
Let m =2.  Then for every ~ C ~32, fl = (bl,b2, b3,b4) we have bi <<, 4, i = 1 . . . . .  4. 
Taking into account the assumptions of the lemma and the fact that the quadruple 
(a,b,c,d)  characterizes the same cycle of ~3m as (d,c,b,a), 8 quadruples have to be 
analyzed. Their e-homomorphisms are listed below: 
(1, 1, 1,4) into S~ by OabO2blO, 
(1,1,2,3) into S~ by OablOb20, 
(1,2, 1,3) into S~ by Ob2OablO, 
(1,2,2,2) into S~ by OabOlb20, 
(1,2,3,1) into S~ by Ob2OlbaO, 
(1,3, 1,2) into S~ by Oablab20, 
(2, 1, 1,3) into S~ by OlbaO2bO, 
(2, 1,2,2) into S~ by ObaOlb20. 
Assume now for m/> 3 that the statement holds for m - 1. Let fl E ~3m. There are 
again two possibilities. 
(a) One of the numbers of the quadruple characterizing fl is greater than 4. We take 
fl' E ~3m-1 which differs from fl in that this number has been decreased by 4, apply 
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induction hypothesis and modify an e-homomorphism of ff into Stm_l by including 
eithera, 2m-3 ,  b, 2m-2 ,  a orb, 2m-2 ,  a, 2m-3 ,  b. 
(b) None of the numbers of the quadruple characterizing fl is greater than 4. Then 
it is one of the following cases, the e-homomorphisms of which are listed below: 
(1,2,4,4) into S~ by Ob2Olb3ab4aO, (2,4, 1,4) into S~ by 
(1,3,3,4) into S~ by Ob3aOlba4b20, (2,4,2,3) into S~ by 
(1,3,4,3) into S~ by Ob3aO2b4ablO, (3,1,3,4) into S~ by 
(1,4,2,4) into S~ by Oa3b2Olba4bO, (3, 1,4,3) into S~ by 
(1,4,4,2) into S~ by Oa3blOb4ab20, (3,2,2,4) into S~ by 
(2, 1,4,4) into S~ by Olba3b2Ob4aO, (3,2,3,3) into S~ by 
(2,2,3,4) into S~ by 02blOb3ab4aO, (3,3, 1,4) into S~ by 
(2,2,4,3) into S~ by Olb2Oab3a4bO, (4, 1,2,4) into S~ by 
(2,3,2,4) into S~ by Olb3aOba4b20, (3,4,4,4) into S~ by 
(2,3,3,3) into S~ by Olb3aO2ba4bO, (4,3,4,4) into S~ by 
(2,3,4,2) into S~ by Olb3aO2b4abO. 
02ba3bOa4blO 
Oba4blO2b3aO 
Ob3ab4aOlb20 
Oa3bO2b4ablO 
Oa3b2Oba4blO 
Oa3blOb4ab20 
Ob2Oa4ba3blO 
Olb3aO2b4abO 
Oa3ba4bO2b5a6blO, 
Ob6ab5aO2b4a3blO, 
The cases when fl E ~m is such that ' ~ (bl,b2,b3,ff4) is one of the quadruples (1, 1,3,2), 
(1, 1,4, 1), (3,3,4, 1) will be treated separately. To that end, we shall prove a lemma 
on the existence of an e-homomorphism of certain graphs into Sin. For m ~> 2 let ~m 
be the set of the graphs 6 with 4m - 1 edges consisting of two paths ~ and p of length 
at least 3 each, where exactly 3 vertices of 6 are black, the rest are white, two black 
vertices being internal vertices of n and the third black vertex an internal vertex of p. 
Hence, 6 can be characterized by a triple (Pa, P2, P3) and a pair (P4, P5) of positive 
integers, where Pa, P3, P4, P5 are the distances of the endvertices of paths ~z and p 
from the closest black vertices and P2 is the distance between the two internal black 
vertices of 7~. Thus ~-'~=1 P i  = 4m - 1. 
Lemma 5. Let m >i 2, ~ E ~m, 6=(pl ,  pZ, P3; Pa, Ps). Let p~ -- pi (mod4), 1 ~< p~ ~< 
4, i= 1, .... 5andassumethat(p~l, P2,' p3,t" Pa,t p~) is one of the quintuples (2,1,1;1,2), 
(4,3, 1; 1,2) or (2, 1, 1;2, 1). Then there exists an e-homomorphism of 6 into Sm such 
that both the initial vertex and the endvertex of the path ~z of 6 are mapped to vertex 
O, the initial and the endvertex of the path p of 6 are mapped to vertex 2 and the 
black vertices of 6 are mapped to vertices 1, a, b. 
Proof. Let 6 = (2, 1, 1; 1,2), the following sequences of vertices of $2 define the re- 
quested e-homomorphism of 6: 0,a, 1,b, 0, and 2,a,b,2. The case 6 = (2, 1, 1;2, 1) is 
solved by O,a, 1,b,O and 2, b,a,2 and finally, an e-homomorphism of 6 = (4,3, 1; 1,2) 
into $3 is given by 0, a, 3, b, 1, a, 4, b, 0 and 2, a, b, 2. 
Nowassumem>~2and~E~m,  6=(pl ,p2,  p3;pn, ps) and ~ ~ 6 =(pl,P2, Pt3; I t P4' P5), 
where 1 ~< p~ ~< 4 and p~ =_ Pi (mod4), i = 1 . . . . .  5. Further let 6 be such that 6 ~ is 
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Table 1 
C E cg2 e-homomorphism into K5 
C(I,I,I, 1,6) 0123402413 
C(1, 1, 1,2,5) 0123041342 
C(1, 1, 1,3,4) 0123024134 
C(1, 1,2, 1,5) 0120341324 
C(1,1,2,2,4) 0120314234 
C(1,1,2,3,3) 0124320413 
C(1,1,3,1,4) 0! 24034132 
C(I, 1,3,2,3) 0120431423 
C(1,2, 1,2,4) 0142304312 
C(1,2,2, 1,4) 0132034124 
C(1,2,2,2,3) 0132430412 
C(1,2,2,3,2) 0142132043 
C(1,2,3, 1,3) 0132403412 
97 
one of quintuples (2, 1, 1; 1,2), (4,3, 1; 1,2) or (2, 1, 1;2, 1). Similarly as in the proof 
of Lemma 3 we can use the above e-homomorphism of 61 to construct he requested 
e-homomorphism of 6 into Sin. [] 
In the following two lemmas we are going to investigate ~2, i.e. all the 16 possible 
cases (up to isomorphism) of cycles Cl0 with 5 black vertices. 
Lemma 6. Let C E c~2, C different from both C(1,2,4,2, 1) and C(3, 1,2, 1,3). Then 
there is an e-homomorphism of C into K5 injective on the black vertices. 
ProoL The case of regular C(2,2,2,2,2)  E c£2 is solved by Lemma 1; that gives the 
e-homomorphism 0134124023.  The remaining 13 cases have e-homomorphisms a
given in Table 1. [] 
Lemma 7. There is no e-homomorphism ofC(1,2,4,2,  1) or of C(3, 1,2, 1,3) into K5 
injective on the black vertices. 
Proof. Routine. 
Lemma 8. For any C E c~3, there is an e-homomorphism of C into K7 injective on 
the black vertices. 
Proof. The assertion was verified by three independently written computer programs. 
[] 
Our last lemma strengthens Lemma 2 to make the proof of the Theorem shorter. Let 
S be a 3-section with both endvertices white, S - - (a l ,a2 ,a3 ,a4) .  The basic form of 
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S is a quadruple (bl,b2,b3,b4) of integers such that 1 ~< bi ~< 4 and bi = ai(mod4), 
i=1  . . . . .  4. 
Lemma 9. Let m >~ 1 and C E Cgm. I f  C is not regular then there exists a 3-section S
of C such that not both endvertices of S are black and one of the following conditions 
is fulfilled: 
(a) one of the endvertices of S is black, 
(b) both endvertices of S are white and the basic form of S is different from each 
of ( I ,1 ,4 ,  1), (3,3,4,1) and(I, 1,3,2), 
(c) both the neighbors of S on C are black. 
Proof. Let m ~> 1 and C C Cg,n. If  C is not regular then by Lemma 2 there exists a 3- 
section S such that not both endvertices of S are black. Let S fulfill none of conditions 
(a)-(c) above. Hence, both endvertices of S are white, the basic form of S equals 
either (1, 1,4, 1) or (3,3,4, 1) or (1, 1,3,2) and at least one of the neighbors of S on C 
is white. Let x, y be endvertices of S, let xL (resp. YR) be the neighbor of S adjacent 
to x (resp. y), let xR (resp. yL) be the vertex of S adjacent o x (resp. y). Then at 
least one of the vertices xL, yR is white. Assume that e.g. xL is white. Then consider 
the section S r of C whose endvertices are xL and yL. S ~ is again a 3-section. I f  YL is 
black, we are done, since S' fulfills (a). I f  not, both endvertices of S ~ are white and 
one can verify by inspection that S' fulfills (b). [] 
3. Proof of the theorem 
We proceed by induction on m. The statement of the Theorem holds trivially for 
m = 1. For m = 2, it holds by Lemma 6, and for m = 3, by Lemma 8. Now assume 
m i> 4, let C E Cgm. If  C is regular, the statement holds by Lemma 1. Suppose C is 
not regular, then by Lemma 9, C contains a 3-section S fulfilling (a) or (b) or (c) of 
Lemma 9. 
We shall use here the same notation as above: the endvertices of S will be denoted 
x, y, the neighbors of S adjacent with x (resp. y) will be xL (resp. yR). 
(AB) Let S fulfill (a) or (b). Then identify x and y and denote the resulting vertex by 
s. The graph C obtained in this way consists of a cycle C' of length (22-1) and 
a cycle C" of length 4m - 1, both having a common vertex s; s will be colored 
white in case both x and y were white, otherwise s will be colored black. Thus 
C" contains 3 black vertices, whereas C ~ contains 2m-  1 black vertices when 
s is black and 2m - 2 of them when s is white. 
(A) Let s be black. According to the induction hypothesis there is an e-homomorphism 
f~ of cycle C ~ into K2m-1, injective on black vertices. We may assume that f~ 
maps vertex s of C ~ to vertex 0 of K2m-l. By Lemma 3 there exists an e- 
homomorphism f " of the cycle C" into Sm (resp. S~m), mapping s of C" to 
vertex 0 of Sm (resp. S~). First consider the case that f "  maps C" into Sin. 
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(C1) 
(C2) 
(C2a) 
...- ~ ... 
XL~t  • YL y 
X L ~-  ~ W R 
i i 
Fig. 8. 
Then by a combination of f '  and f "  we obtain an e-homomorphism f of 
into K2m+l which satisfies the condition requested. 
Now settle the case f "  maps C" into S~m : C t must contain a white vertex v 
such that f t (v)  = 0; let v ~ and v" be the neighbors of v on C I. We may assume 
f ' (v ' )  = 1, f ' (v")  = 2. It is easy to see that f defined by f (v )  = a, f (u )  = 
f ' (u)  for u ¢ v is an e-homomorpbism of C t into Aim . The combination of f 
and f "  again gives the desired e-homomorphism f of C into K2~+l. 
Let s be white. Thus C" is an element of ~B,, and the assumptions of Lemma 4 
are fulfilled. We make the vertex s of C I temporarily black so that C' now has 
2m - 1 black vertices and the induction hypothesis applies. Applying Lemma 4 
on C" leads to an e-homomorphism f "  of C" into S' m such that vertex s and 
one of the black vertices are mapped onto vertex 0, and the images of the 
remaining two black vertices are the vertices a, b of S,~. We may assume that 
the e-homomorphism f~ of C' into Kzm-1 maps s to 0 and the neighbors of s 
on C' to 1 and 2. Construct an e-homomorphism f of C t into A~ by putting 
f ( s )  = a, f (u )= f (u ) fo r  u ¢ s. The combination of f and f "  gives the 
requested e-homomorphism f of C into K2m+l. 
Let S fulfill (c) of Lemma 9. In this case, to be able to apply induction hy- 
pothesis, we will modify C in a different way. First, let z be the black ver- 
tex of S with the property that there are only white vertices on S between z
and y. 
Assume that the basic form of S equals either (1, 1,4, 1) or (3,3,4, 1). Choose 3 
vertices wL, w and wR on S in such a way that d(X, WL)=d(x,w)-l=d(x, wR)-2= 
d(x,z)-3.  Notice that all the vertices WL, W and wR are white, d(x,w)= 0(mod4) 
and d(w, y ) -  3 (mod 4). Now modify C by making the vertex w black and iden- 
tifying XL with WL and YR with WR (cf. Fig. 8). 
Let the basic form of S equal (1, 1,3,2), let YRR be the neighbor of YR on C, 
YRR C Y. 
Let YRR be black. Choose 3 vertices WL, w and we~ on S in such a way that 
d(x, wc)=d(x,w)- I  = d(x,z) -2 = d(X, WRR)- 3. Notice that all the vertices WL, 
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w and wRR are white, d (x ,w) - -0 (mod4)  and d(WRR, y )=d(w,y ) -  2. Make the 
vertex w black and identify XL with WL and ye~ with WRR. 
(C2b) Let YRR be white. Choose 2 vertices w and WL on S in such a way that 
d(x, wL)=d(x ,w) - I  = d(x ,z ) -  2. Notice that both w and WL are white and 
d(x ,w) -  0(mod4).  Make the vertex yeR black and identify y with w and XL 
with WL. 
In all the cases (C1), (C2a) and (C2b) now use the induction hypothesis and 
Lemma 5 to construct he e-homomorphism requested. [] 
4. Concluding remarks, an open problem 
(1) We point out first the relation of our theorem to Lopez-Bracho's result on the 
decomposition of K2m+l into edge-disjoint trails [5]. In our terms, the main result of 
[5] can be formulated as follows: 
Let m >~ 1. Given positive integers l l ,  • • • ,  12m+l fulfilling z..,i=l~"~2m+l l i  = (2m2+1), 
it is possible to f ind a permutation rc on { 1 . . . .  ,2m + 1 } such that there 
is an e-homomorphism of  C = C(n(ll  ) . . . . .  n(12m+l )) into Kzm+l injective 
on the black vertices of  C. 
(2) In [3], the harmonious chromatic number of  quasistars (i.e. graphs homeomor- 
phic to stars Kl,n) is studied. The harmonious chromatic number h(G) of a graph G 
(cf., e.g. [4]) is the least number of colors which can be assigned to the vertices of 
G such that adjacent vertices are colored differently and any two distinct edges have 
different color pairs. It is easy to see that h(G) equals the smallest n for which there 
is an e-homomorphism of G into Kn. 
(3) There is another connection of our paper to [3], namely, our Theorem plays a 
substantial role in the proof of the main result of [3]. The theorem is stated and used 
there in an equivalent setting that does not require the notion of an e-homomorphism in-
jective on the black vertices and might be of  interest of  its own. Let us describe it here; 
it uses as basic the concept of a wheel-graph [3]: let k/> 3 and si ~> 1, for i = 1 . . . . .  k, 
i put ti = ~ j= l  sj for i = 0 . . . . .  k. The wheel-graph W(Sl . . . . .  sk) is defined as follows: 
Z(W(sl  . . . . .  sk)) = {-1 ,0 ,  1 . . . . .  tk - 1}, 
E(W(Sl . . . . .  sk ) )={{ i -  1,i};1 ~<i<tk}LJ{{tk- -  1,0}} U{{-1 , t i} ;0<~i<k}.  
Vertex -1  is called the center of W(Sl . . . .  , sk), its degree is k. The vertices 0 = 
to,6 . . . . .  tk-1 have degree 3 and the remaining tk -k  vertices of W(sl . . . . .  sk) have 
degree 2. Also observe that W(Sl . . . . .  sk) is isomorphic both to W(sz . . . .  , Sk,Sl) and 
to W(sk . . . . .  Sl). 
Next we establish an obvious correspondence b tween cycles from ~,n (which have 
2m + 1 black vertices and 2m 2 - m - 1 white vertices) and certain wheel-graphs. 
For C E Cgm, C --- C(ll . . . . .  12,~+1 ), we put co(C) = W(ll  . . . . .  lZm+l  ) (Fig. 9 shows 
C(2,2,3, 1,2) E ~2 and the corresponding wheel-graph W(2,2,3, 1,2)). 
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Proposition 10. Let m >~ 1. For any C E Cgm, C = C(ll . . . . .  12m+l), the followin9 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) there is an e-homomorphism of C into K2m+l injective on the black vertices 
of C, 
(b) /here is an e-homomorphism of co(C) into K2m+2. 
Proof. Let m ~> 1, let C E C~m, C = C(11 . . . . .  12m+l). Observe that co(C) = W(l l  . . . . .  
12m+l ) is obtained from C by joining all its 2m + 1 black vertices with a new vertex 
that becomes the center of co(C). 
To prove (a) ~ (b) recall that V(C)= {0 . . . .  , M - 1}, where M = (2m2+1) and that 
the black vertices of C are O, 11,11 + 12 . . . . .  Ei'2~l l i. We shall assume that V(K2m+I ) =-- 
{0 . . . . .  2m} and V(Kzm+2) = {0 . . . . .  2m + 1}. I f  now f is an e-homomorphism of C 
into Kzm+l injective on the black vertices of C, we define f '  : V(co(C)) ~ V(Kzm+I) 
as follows: f ' (u )= f (u)  for u E {0 . . . . .  m-  1}, f ' ( -1 )= 2m + 1. It follows that 
since f is an e-homomorphism of C into Kzm+l, injective on the black vertices of  C, 
f '  is an e-homomorphism of co(C) into K2m+2. 
To prove (b) => (a) assume that an e-homomorphism f of co(C) into Kzm+2 is 
given. We may assume that for the center -1  of co(C), f ( -1 )  = 2m + 1. First we 
show that if u is a vertex of co(C), u ¢ -1 ,  then f (u)  7£ 2m + 1. This is true if 
the degree of u equals 3, because, in this case, u and -1  are adjacent. Observe that 
the degree of the center is 2m + 1 and since f is e-homomorphism, for every j, 
0 ~< j < 2m + 1, there is a vertex vj of co(C) such that vj is adjacent o the center 
and f (v j )  =j .  Hence assuming f (u)  = 2m + 1 for some u ¢ -1  yields a contradic- 
tion. 
Defining f '  : V(C) ~ V(Kzm+I) by putting f ' (u )= f (u)  for every u E V(C), we get 
an e-homomorphism of C into Kzm+l, injective on the black vertices of  C. [] 
Using Proposition we can state our main Theorem in the following form (the one 
used in [3]): 
Theorem. Let m >>- 1, let 11 . . . . .  12m+l be positive integers atisfyin9 
2m+l (2m;1) 
~-~ li = 
i=1 
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let 09 E ~tt / 'm . There exists an e-homomorphism of a~ into K2m+2 if and only if ~o is 
isomorphic to neither W(1,2,4,2, 1) nor W(3, 1,2, 1,3). 
(4) Our Theorem strengthens Euler's classical result in the special case when the 
host graph of the e-homomorphism is the complete graph K2m+l. Since Euler's theorem 
holds for multigraphs with loops, and the notion of an e-homomorphism naturally 
generalizes to the case of multigraphs, it seems natural to ask: 
Problem. Let H be an Eulerian (i.e. connected with all degrees even) multigraph 
such that I V(H)I = p and [E(H)[ = q, let Cq be a cycle on q vertices, p of them 
being black. For which H is there an e-homomorphism of Cq into H injective on the 
black vertices of Cq? 
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